Why My Class Rocks

Visit IX-C And Feel The Difference
Come to IX C and enter the heavens
With lots of Shahrukhs, Dhonis and Michael Beavans
A few ‘lucky’ teachers find us sitting on chairs and tables
And that too, as if, horses were sprawled in the stable
We play; we study with spirits immense,
Just visit IX C and feel the difference.

Suman Ma’am’s bio period gives some of us a jump start
While some of us plan our recess’s diet chart
She starts off with her daily doze of Debit and Credit
She’s our class teacher, you know, ‘The Big Boss’
Well, having her is all profit without any loss
Her smile and presence is necessary for our day to commence
Just visit IX C and feel the difference.

Everyone prays for Bindiya Ma’am’s mood
Coz it can be dangerous if it is not good
Many of us find mathematics as hot as boiling sun
But learning it with her is real fun
She cracks jokes and keeps us amused
Meanwhile our bookworms seem to be confused
She integrates our efforts and differentiates our weaknesses
Rationalizes our behaviour and clears our distresses
We all long for her lovely presence
Just visit IX C and feel the difference.

Next comes Kusum Ma’am whose goodness needs no mention
Coz with her arrival we forget all our tension
She never loses her temper, she’s as cool as Ice
But always tries to teach us relation b/w demand and price
She can even prove that a bicycle is a car
And then very sweetly say “Everything is fair in economics yaar”
We study, we enjoy and the period is perfect in all sense
Just visit IX C and feel the difference.

Then enters Lubna Ma’am
Although many of us see English as dangerous allergy (not really)
Her teaching is superb and to us she is like a buddy
Now comes Deepika Ma’am to teach us chemistry
For us, this period is meant for ease
She plans well and her direction is magnificent
All in all she is a perfect tutor for chemistry
She often says, “When you people study you are the best
But it’s all opposite if you are given some rest”
Her smiles freshens us up and gives us pleasure
And we discuss our problems without any pressure
Whenever someone needs help, we give her reference
Just visit IX C and feel the difference.

Thus, in her period, for a change we guys study (totally false)
It is in her period discipline is at peak (not actually)
Because none of us wishes for a red cheek
She stresses on us to complete our syllabus
So just visit IX C and feel the difference.

United we stand and divided we fall
But with support of these five pillars (there are more also) we make a strong wall
We are like a family as birds in a nest
And I can undoubtedly say, my class is the best
The very thought of separation after IXth, makes us tense
I’m sure now, you too would say, IX C is a class with a difference
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